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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The development of a commercial tariff is a complex exercise. The starting point
consists in the calculation of the technical tariff followed by additional layers that
must take into account multiple factors such as running costs, taxes, competitor
prices and management decisions. As it happens, some of these factors are
contradictory, and trying to balance and accommodate for all of them is not a
trivial exercise. The final goal is, on the one hand, to provide a competitive price
to the customers and, on the other hand, to cover for the underlying risks and
costs and to maximize the profit.
In order to respond to such needs, Reacfin’s team developed a tool that allows for
the design of a commercial tariff in the context of non-life insurance. The aim of
this tool is to provide support for the user in order to build a commercial tariff
starting from an already calculated technical tariff.
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As for all the tools proposed by Reacfin, we aim to strike a balance between the
user friendliness, by automating most of the processes and facilitating the user
interaction, and the underlying algorithm complexity based on sound actuarial
techniques.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This user guide accompanies the Dispersion Tool release version 1.0.0. It provides
a description of the tool interface and a walk-through via the predefined available
demo version.
We assume that the user is familiar with the actuarial methods employed in the
context of non-life insurance tariffs and, consequently, this document focuses on
the tool utilization in terms of features and functionality. However, the interested
reader should refer to [1] for a more elaborate description of such actuarial
techniques.
When developing a new commercial tariff, the first step consists in the calculation
of the technical tariff. We remind that the technical tariff is by definition the
amount the insurer should charge as a result of a zero sum game where, given the
accepted risk drivers, there should be neither gain nor loss. In practice however,
the insured will pay a greater premium in order to accommodate for additional
costs (e.g. running costs, taxes). Additionally, a properly designed commercial
tariff should accommodate as well for the market exogenous factors (e.g.
competitor prices).
As described above, the estimation of the commercial tariff is not trivial and the
additional layers added on top of the technical tariff should be well balanced. The
final goal is, on the one hand, to provide a competitive price to the customers
and, on the other hand, to cover for the underlying risks and costs and maximizes
the profit.
We underline that the purpose of this tool is to cover the development of a
commercial tariff given an already estimated technical tariff. For the technical
tariff estimation the user may employ Reacfin’s Technical Tariff Pricing tool (see
user guide [2]). However, the use of the aforementioned tool is not compulsory
since the dispersion tool, by design, is a stand-alone tool giving the user the
choice to employ any tool he deems necessary for the calculation of the technical
tariff.

2

DISPERSION TOOL NOTATIONS

Hereunder we define the three main types of tariffs that will be used for the
remainder of the document:
Technical tariff corresponds to the amount the insurer should charge in the case
of a theoretical zero sum game (neither profit nor loss). In a nutshell the technical
tariff aims to evaluate as accurately as possible the pure premium for each
policyholder. The estimation of the pure premium relies on a statistical model
incorporating all the available information about the risk.
Technico-commercial tariff is obtained by adding loadings (e.g. safety loading,
loading for running expenses, capital loading, commissions and taxes) to the pure
premium. The aim of the technico-commercial tariffs is to reach global financial
equilibrium taking into account the company running costs (including risk costs).
Consequently, the loadings values depend on the company profile.
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Commercial tariff takes in account commercial arbitrages on the technicocommercial tariff. The arbitrages reflect the management adjustments due to
competition or to the positioning of the company on the market

3

IMPORT DATA PHASE

Figure 1 depicts the first interface of the tool, namely the Import Data. As the
name suggests, its main purpose is to allow the user to import the data files
containing all the information about the technical tariff needed to build the
commercial one (refer to Section 6.1 for more details).
It is noticeable that for the online-demo version of the tool there is no
possibility to select an input file since a demo data set is already loaded.
Consequently, for the demo version the user is not able to upload his own data.
The user can also specify the path to an output directory where the results will be
saved. By default, in case the output directory is not provided, it corresponds to
the tool location folder. We underline that the path should be defined using the
backslash symbol (i.e “\”).

Figure 1. Import Data interface.

Following the uploading of the input file, the tool allows for the choice of year and
explanatory variable that should be included in the analysis (see Figure 1 “Year
choice”). For instance, if the input data set covers multiple years but the analysis
must be performed only on the new business, then only the latest year must be
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selected. Similarly, the same selection process can be applied for the available
explanatory variables that will be employed for the calculation of the commercial
tariff (see Figure 1 “Explanatory Variables”). Let us notice, that the selection
should contain at least all the variables of the technical tariff. The user must
enable the selection by clicking the “Refresh Database” button.

Figure 2. Ordinal variable selection.

The next step in the importing process is the selection of the ordinal variables
from all the selected explanatory variables (see Figure 2 “Ordinal variables”).
Additionally, for the ordinal variables the user can adjust the modalities in the
correct order (see Figure 3) by drag and drop. We underline that the modality
order choice will impact the graphical representations that will follow without
impacting the final result. Indeed, for ordinal variables, it happens that the default
order imposed by the tool does not correspond to the right order of the variables
resulting in a cumbersome interpretation of the graphs (see Section 4).

Figure 3. Modality order selection.

Once this optional step is performed, one can go to the next interface without
clicking on any button.
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4

DISPERSION GRAPHS & INDICATORS

The second interface allows for the adaptation of the commercial tariff via an
interactive table (see Figure 4) and to visualize the impact via a dispersion graph
(see Figure 5).
The table of relativities contains the following columns:
-

-

The list of all the variables chosen in the first tab and all their modalities.
The corresponding sum of the risk exposure per category.
The technico-commercial tariff. With the exception of the loading
parameter that can be updated by the user (default value is 1) the other
parameters are fixed as provided by the pricing tool. With respect to the
global loading, if the user want to adapt its value to 45%, then 1.45 should
be provided in the input box.
The commercial tariff. We remind that the starting point of this
commercial tariff is the technico-commercial tariff. For this column all the
cells can be modified by the user depending on commercial arbitrages. It
is noticeable that the user can adapt the loading parameter as well.

Figure 4. Table of relativities

Each time the user performs a set of modifications to the commercial tariff
coefficients (i.e. the last column of the table), the changes must be enabled by
clicking on the button “Update Commercial Premium”. This will trigger the update
of the second part of the interface.
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Figure 5. Dispersion Graph

Figure 5 depicts the dispersion histogram representing the sum of the risk
exposure as a function of the premium ratio (i.e. new commercial
premium/reference premium). For instance, it is noticeable that around 6.000
risk-exposure are results from to a premium decrease between 25% and 30%.
In order to facilitate the dispersion analysis, the user can enrich the displayed
histogram via several parameters (i.e. Graph option, reference premium, and filter
variable) as described below.
The Graph options will allow the user to overlap, on the existing dispersion
histogram, additional lines representing the loss ratio and the net combined ratio
per classes. Moreover, via the “variable split” drop down list, the histogram bars
will be coloured as a function of its different modalities. This will allow the user to
see more easily which segments are submitted to premium increases/decreases
(see Figure 6).
The Reference premium drop down list will allow the user to select which of the
premiums available on the input data should be used as basis for the analysis.
Consequently, the graph and indicators will be calculated based on the selection.
For instance, one premium could be the annual amount that the policyholder pays
(including the broker’s reduction). Another choice could be the premium without
any reduction.
The Filter variable will allow the user to apply filters at the level of each
explanatory variable selected from the data file.
It is noticeable that the graph is highly interactive allowing the user to display in
different manners and with different levels of granularity the values of each
histogram bar by hovering with the mouse over the graph. Additionally, the graph
is available for download (see the pop-up camera icon on the upper right corner
of the graph).
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Figure 6. Dispersion Graph – Split per modality

Figure 7. Indicators

Besides the graphical representation the tool provides several statistical indicators
grouped in tables available under the dispersion graph. The first table contains
the following indicators:
-

-

-

Loss Ratio representing the sum of the technical premiums divided either
by the sum of the reference premiums or by the sum of the commercial
premiums
Net Combined Ratio: sum of the technico-commercial premiums divided
either by the sum of the reference premiums or by the sum of the
commercial premiums. A global net combined ratio greater than 100%
indicates that the insurance company will not receive enough money to
cover the expected losses (loadings included).
Mean Premium: average of the reference and commercial premiums
Gross Premium: sum of the reference and commercial premiums on the
whole portfolio

The mean, the standard deviation and quantiles of the premium ratio are
provided as well in the second and third tables, respectively. Let us notice that
these quantiles are computed without taking the risk exposure into account.
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In a nutshell, when performing a dispersion analysis in order to build a
commercial tariff, the user should first define specific commercial rules and
constrains. Given the rules and constrains the user must adapt the parameters
given in the relativity table (Figure 4). These changes, will consequently impact
the dispersion of the commercial tariff.
Hereunder we present some basic examples of commercial rules and constraints.
Additionally, we suggest for each distinct case a course of action in order to
address the constraints.
-

-

-

We impose that a maximum 10% of the portfolio should undergo a
premium increase of more than 15%. As we notice from the quantile table
presented in Figure 7 the value corresponding to the 0.9 quantile is
52.6%. The goal is to adjust the relativity parameters in order to lower this
value to 15%.
We impose that the total gross premium amount should be stable. Given
the Indicators table from Figure 7, we notice that we have an increase of
the reference tariff to the new tariff from the 45.4 to 46.5, respectively.
These two values can be equalized by simply shifting the intercept value.
In order to cover all the expected losses we impose that the net combined
ratio should be lower than 100% (Indicators table, Figure 7). The net
combined ratio by definition is the ratio between the technicocommercial tariff and the commercial tariff. It might happen that, by
choosing to reduce certain relativity parameters in order to have a
competitive advantage for some portfolio segments, the net combined
ratio increases above 100%. Consequently, we have to increase some
other relativity parameters to compensate for the drop.

-
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5

PREMIUM RATIO GRAPH

On this sheet, two additional graphs are displayed, namely the one-way analysis
and the two way analysis respectively.
For the first graph, the user has to choose one explanatory variable. The premium
increase per modality of this variable will then be represented. The size of the
points is a function of the risk exposure (the larger the risk exposure, the greater
the size of the point will be).
Figure 8 depict as example where it is noticeable that the large majority of the
provided dataset consists of petrol cars. Given the graph interpretation, the
policyholder with such cars will have a premium increase in comparison to the
premium chosen as the basis for the ratio (prim commercial/reference premium)
of about 33%. Let’s assume we want to reduce this increase by 20%. This can be
achieved for instance by changing the corresponding commercial coefficient’s
value from 1 to 0.8 (as shown in Figure 9).

Figure 9. Update commercial coefficients

The user can then see on the one-way graph that the policyholders with a petrol
car will now have a premium increase of around 6% (0.8*1.33 = 1.06). It is
noticeable that this change will impact the total premium income as well. Thus, if
it is desired to keep constant the total premium then, the coefficients of other
variables should be increased.

Figure 10. One-way analysis after commercial adaptations

The second graph available on this tab represents also the premium increase, but
as a function of two variables. As depicted in Figure 11, it is noticeable that the
new cars’ owners will have a premium increase compare with the owners of older
cars. However, this premium increase will be smaller for the ones having the
MTPL+ cover compared to the other cases (i.e. MTPL+++, MTPL).
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Figure 11. Two-way analysis

6

INPUT AND OUTPUTS FILES

6.1 Inputs
As presented in the Introduction, this application can be used as a stand-alone
tool without employing the complementary Non-Life Pricing Tool [2] provided by
Reacfin. In this case, since the user cannot benefit from the already available
results of the pricing tool, the correct formatting has to be provided for.
The Dispersion Tool needs two input files, namely the data file that served as a
basis for the calculation of the technical tariff and the technical tariff table. When
created by the Pricing Tool, these files are named PurePremium_DB.csv and
PurePremium_Tensions.csv. The required format of both files is provided in Table
1 and Table 2.
The relativities (a.k.a tensions) are defined as the exponential of the GLM
explanatory variables. In other words, if we denote by βi the coefficients of the
GLM explanatory variables, then the relativities are expressed as exp(βi ).
The structure defined in those tables follows the one provided by the Reacfins’
Pricing Tool. However, not all the available columns must be given as input to the
Dispersion tool. Table 1 presents the complete list of mandatory columns.
Consequently, if the user has produced a technical tariff by other means than the
Pricing Tool, he can leave the non-mandatory columns blank. Additionally, the
user must take into account that the underlying assumption of the Dispersion Tool
is that:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
∗

∏ 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑟
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Although in most cases the Offset will be equal to the Risk Exposure, it might
happen that they diverge in case additional information, such as compulsory
factors, will be included (e.g. legal Bonus Malus scale).
For some guarantees, the tariff can be expressed as a percentage of a Scaling
variable (e.g. the sum insured in fire insurance). If this is not the case, then this
variable should be set to 1.
The tool by default has allocated in the input file a maximum four columns for the
premiums (column 8 to 11). This will provide the possibility to analyze the data in
the perspective of different premiums. As presented in Section 4, for instance,
one premium could be the annual amount that the policyholder pays (including
the broker’s reduction). Or another choice could be the premium without any
reduction.

# Column

Variable

Format

Mandatory

1

Policy number

Integer

No

2

Year

Integer

Yes

3

Risk Exposure

Double

Yes

4

Offset

Double

Yes

5

Scaling

Double

Yes

6

Number of observed Integer
claims

No

7

Total claim amount

Positive double

No

8->11

Premiums

Positive double

Yes

12-> N-3

Explanatory variables String,
number,…

Yes

N-2

Predicted number of Positive double
claims

No

N-1

Predicted
cost

No

N

Pure premium

average Positive double
Positive double

Yes

Table 1. Structure of the data file (where N is the total number of columns)

The second input file should provide the technical tariff result table. As depicted
in Figure 12, the first row corresponds to the intercept. The following rows
contain the multiplicative factors for each variable modality as given in the initial
data file. We underline that it is compulsory to have the same explanatory
variables in both files.
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# Column

Variable

Format

Mandatory

1

Explanatory
Variables

Character

Yes

2

Modalities

Character

Yes

3

Frequency

Double

No

4

Severity

Double

No

5

Pure Premium

Double

Yes

Table 2. Structure of the technical tariff’s file
Explanatory variables Modalities

Frequency

Intercept
AgeCar
AgeCar
AgeCar
AgeCar
Cover
Cover
Cover
Fleet
Fleet
Fuel
Fuel

0.112146376
1
1.207142293
0.943140155
1
1
0.854923582
0.854923582
1
0.878729154
1.228632947
1

>10
0-1
2-5
6-10
MTPL
MTPL+
MTPL+++
No
Yes
Gasoil
Petrol

Adjusted Adjusted Pure
Severity
Premium
1675.540685
187.9058152
1
1
1
1.207142293
1
0.943140155
1
1
1
1
0.791316637
0.676515253
1.170963193
1.001084047
1
1
1
0.878729154
1
1.228632947
1
1

Figure 12. Extract of a technical tariff file

6.2 Outputs
The result of the dispersion tool can be exported as two distinct csv files. The first
file, named Relativities, contains the same table as the one presented in Figure 4.
The second file, named DB, is an aggregation of the initial data by the chosen
explanatory variables. Thus, the number of rows will be equal to the number of
possible combination of the explanatory variables modalities. A detailed structure
of this file is given in Table 3.
Variable

Explanation

Row Number

Number of the row

Explanatory variables chosen Variables chosen in the first sheet of the
for the commercial tariff
dispersion tool

12 | P a g e

Risk Exposure

Sum of the risk exposures for this segment

Scaling

Sum of the scaling variable for this segment

Offset*Scaling

Sum of the product between offset and scaling
for this segment

Number of observed claims

Total number of observed claims for this
segment
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Total claim amount

Total claim amount for this segment

Premiums (4 columns)

Sum of the premium for this segment

Pure Premium

Total pure premiums for this segment

Technico-commercial premium

Total technico-commercial premiums for this
segment

Commercial Premium

Total commercial premiums for this segment

Ratio 1

Ratio between the commercial premium and
the first input premium

Classe 1

Classe corresponding to the ratio 1 (classes are
defined between -200% and 200%, per 5%)

Ratio 2

Ratio between the commercial premium and
the second input premium

Classe 2

Classe corresponding to the ratio 2 (classes are
defined between -200% and 200%, per 5%)

Ratio 3

Ratio between the commercial premium and
the third input premium

Classe 3

Classe corresponding to the ratio 3 (classes are
defined between -200% and 200%, per 5%)

Ratio 4

Ratio between the commercial premium and
the fourth input premium

Classe 4

Classe corresponding to the ratio 4 (classes are
defined between -200% and 200%, per 5%)
Table 3. Structure of the data file output file
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Excellence: our outstanding feature
To deliver more than is expected from us, we attract the best people and develop their skills to the most
cutting-hedging techniques supported by a robust and rigorous knowledge management framework.

Innovation: our founding ambition
Leveraging on our profound academic roots, we are dedicated on creating inventive solutions by
combining our extensive professional experience with the latest scientific research.

Integrity: our commitment
We put work ethics, client's best interest and confidentiality as the foundation of our work. We are fully
independent and dedicated at telling the truth.

Solution-driven: our focus
We produce for our clients tangible long-term sustainable value. We help our clients not only to reach
the top, we help them reaching the stable top.

Reliability: our characteristic
We never compromise on the quality of our work, the respect of deadlines & budgets and our other
commitments. We don’t produce reports, we deliver results!

Insurance specialities

Risk & Portfolio Management
ALM, Portfolio Management & Quantitative Finance

Life, Health and Pension

 Implementation and calibration of stochastic models for
valuation, trading and risk Management purposes

 DFA* Models

 Times series analysis & modelling

 Capital Requirement assessment

 Pricing of financial instruments & development of ALM models

 Business valuation support

 Design/review/implementation of systematic trading &
hedging strategies

 Product development (pricing, profitability,..) & Reserving
 Model validation

 Business intelligence in ALM or Portfolio Management
 Tools development (Valuation, Pricing, hedging, portfolio
replication, etc.)
 Design of Capital Management solutions

Qualitative Risk Management, Restructuring & Operations

 Reserving: triangle methods, individual claims modelling

 Businesses restructuring & change management
 Implementation and industrialization of processes

 Pricing: frequency and severity modelling, large claims
analysis, credibility methods, commercial constraints

 Internal & regulatory reporting (KRI’s & KPI’s dashboards)

 DFA models: cash-flows projection, calibration of models

 Model Review frameworks

 Reinsurance: modelling covers, optimal reinsurance
programs

 Model Documentation
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